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the guiding principle in its application   .	.      62
Why has the principle of the commonwealth not yet saved
the world from confusion? Its application narrowly re-
stricted m Greece where civic commonwealths fought each
other, 62. So national commonwealths dispose their
citizens to put their national interests before those of man-
kind. Yet commonwealths dispose their members to peace,
as contrasted with authoritarian states, 63. The Marxian
creed of using force to abolish force. Its result, a world in
conflict, 64. Self-government disposes men to peace, but
peace pursued as the final goal leads to war. The develop-
ment of a sense of duty in men the real goal, 65. This
principle illustrated by the case of ribbon development, 66,
as restricting the growth of local self-government which
develops a sense of duty in wider fields, 67, and enables the
humblest to share in the work of creating the Kingdom of
God upon earth, 68. The aim of constructive politics is
spiritual, 69. Fractional character of civic commonwealths
as limiting the spiritual growth they produced, 70. The same
is true of national commonwealths. The German attempt to
practise self-government, 71, was frustrated by the victors'
desire to exact reparations which defeated its own end
and re-created a military despotism, 72. How the world
would have profited had the cause of promoting self-
government in Germany been treated as paramount. The
fault lies less with statesmen than with the public opinion
engendered by national commonwealths, 73. Only a world
commonwealth can produce the right public opinion. When
public policy aims at increasing a sense of public duty
peace will ensue, 74. In promoting virtue in men the social
framework in which they live is the paramount factor, 75.
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from the national to the international common-
wealth    .......      76
Civilisation arrested by regarding the national common-
wealth as final. How can this outlook be changed?, 76. A
world-conference considered. The public opinion en-
gendered by national sovereignties would render it futile,
77. The first practical step a genuine international common-
wealth limited to a few states, which, when established,
would develop and demonstrate loyalty to a unit wider than
a national commonwealth, 78, and so bridge the chasm in
men's minds. This first step must be taken by a few most
highly-developed national commonwealths, 80, which

